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×Four Easy Search Tips
1.
Press the Enter key or click the Search Icon to get general search results




2.
Click a suggested result to go directly to that page




3.
Click Search to get general search results based on this suggestion




4.
On Search Results page use Filters found in the left hand column to refine your search
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                    Combining two sites into a single powerful resource

From the start of integration our guiding principle has been to have a combined website that will reflect the best of both sites, providing a best in class customer experience. As part of the integration, we have not only integrated all Linear Technology product information and technical content, but also redesigned major portions of our site:

	Completely redesigned product page experience
	Improved parametric search experience
	Predictive and intelligent search
	Redesigned product category navigation




The strong legacy of Linear Technology in the power market will continue. We are adopting the power management product taxonomy and parametric data almost as-is from the legacy Linear website. And, we know LTspice is important, so the new Analog.com will let you use LTSpice as you always have, while being able to leverage the entire Analog Devices product portfolio.
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                        LTspice® and Models

A powerful simulation tool, schematic capture and waveform viewer for improving the simulation of switching regulators.
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                                How-to videos to help you familiarize with the new designs

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    







    
        
            
                    Completely redesigned product page experience
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                    Redesigned product category navigation

                                    
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                    

                                
                    
                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                The new site will deliver

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                                                
                    	Broad reach—combining the power of two industry leaders, the new Analog.com provides an incredibly wide spectrum of information so that you can focus on the problems you need to solve and less time visiting multiple websites.
	Unparalleled portfolio—we like to say that with Linear and Analog, 1+1 > 2. This means that together, our product offerings unlock solutions across more industries and applications than ever before.
	Long product life cycles—all of the Linear products you know, trust and rely on will be available on Analog.com now, and in the future.
	Seamless migration of MyLinear content—including product interests and other vital information you’ve saved on your account.
	Expanded distribution network—Analog and Linear customers will be able to leverage a larger distribution network that includes Mouser and other global distributors.
	Best in class customer experience—we spent significant time talking with our customers to better understand their needs, and have made several important enhancements to the website so that our customers can spend more time building and less time searching.




View integration frequently asked questions.

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Support Information

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                                                
                    Please direct questions/feedback regarding the website to websitesupport@analog.com.

For technical support, please contact our technical support via support request form or contact one of our regional support centers.

Ask your tough design questions, browse our rich knowledge base, or read about new technologies and the engineers behind them in one of our blogs on EngineerZone.
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Analog Devices. Dedicated to solving the toughest engineering challenges.




Ahead of What's Possible 

Analog Devices is a global leader in the design and manufacturing of analog, mixed signal, and DSP integrated circuits to help solve the toughest engineering challenges.

See the Innovations
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